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R ES EARC H D ES IG N
2019 PGR qualitative data
• “if you have any further comments about. . .” applied to the 9 survey domains
• Two non-domain specific open-ended questions
•
•

What aspects/elements of your research degree programme are most valuable?
What aspects of your research degree experience could be improved?

• 1st stage
•
•

R ES EARC H D ES IG N
T WO STAG E A P P ROAC H

Quantitative content analysis followed by
qualitative interpretation of the free-text data across the 9 domains and 2 non-domain
questions.

• 2nd stage
•

Specific RQ to all free-text data
•

“What are postgraduate research students’ experiences with writing and thesis production?
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R ES EARC H D ES IG N
P RESE NTATION

• Section 1: Stage One Analysis: Interpretive analysis
• Section 2: Composite case study narratives
• Section 3: Writing and Thesis Production

R ES PONSES TO O P E N-E NDED Q U EST I ON S ( 9 D OMAI N S P ECI F I C)
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T H EMES A N D S UB - THEMES

I N STITUTI ONAL ST R UC T URES A ND S UP PO RTS :
I ND UCTI ON A N D O RI E NTATI ON

Formal and structured events

An induction for research postgrads was started just this year. The transfer assessment procedure has been formalised and
standardised over the last 18 months, previously it was treated as optional and was mostly unregulated. These are
positive changes. (Orientation and Induction, positive Ref 4)

Rather than optional

There should be more formal induction days with regards what is expected of you as a researcher, hours, workload, etc. .
(Induction & Progression, neg., Ref 5)

Support from other students

Relevant induction is lacking. Most of the important and relevant information is gotten from speaking
with other graduate students. This should not be the case. (Induction & Progression, neg., Ref 18)
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I N STITUTI ONAL ST R UC T URES A ND S UP PO RTS :
I ND UCTI ON A N D O RI E NTATI ON

Even when PGRS have received an orientation/induction to their programme, they
express a desire for ongoing formal orientation.

There is a long time between initial induction and dissertation submission. In my department (and I imagine it’s not unique)
criteria have changed, processes have changed and aside from a long, clunky annual handbook once a year there is very little
communication of these kinds of changes. And my funding - the <jobtitle removed> of the scheme don’t even have a handbook
that can be updated annually which leads to constant confusion and asking questions that they’ve probably already answered a
hundred times! (Induction & Progression, neg., Ref 11)

“Lucky” & “Unlucky”

S U PE RVIS I ON E X P ERIE NCE:
S U P ERVI SORY R E L ATI ONSHI P S

Personally, I am very lucky to have a good working relationship with both of my supervisors and they have always been very helpful in
guiding me and giving me opportunities- but I am aware that I am one of the lucky ones and this isn’t the case across all students both
inside and outside of my department. (Supervision, positive Ref 111)
I feel I am very much left to my own devices - sink or swim - but some of my peers have had much better experiences and have weekly
meetings with their supervisors. I think I am just unlucky. (Supervision, negative, Ref 87)

Supervision Panel

I am in a multi-disciplinary field, and therefore I have three supervisors. The issue is that although they are very kind and supportive of
my research none of them has effectively taken leadership in the supervision of the project. I am in fact left to do it on my own, which
has taught me an awful lot, but also has diverted me many times from doing my actual work and left me feeling like I couldn’t really
debate my ideas or concerns efficiently. (Supervision, positive, Ref 33)
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T H E A F F EC TI VE D O MAI N:
B E I NG H EA RD A ND R ES P ONDED TO

Feedback from supervisors is one of the most valued aspects of the experience
Most valuable aspects of research degree prog:
•
•

The direction, support and feedback from my supervisors (Ref 293)
Available support and feedback (Ref 326)

F U TURE P G R ST U DEN TSTURVEY. I E
1. Survey design
2. Closing the feedback loop with respondents
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S U RVEY D ESI GN
Wording
I feel that my research degree programme is worthwhile This statement is too broad. Worthwhile in what capacity? My
future as an academic? Worthwhile for my personal development? Worthwhile in terms of a cost benefit analysis that
although I would get far better training elsewhere, I will finish with non-debt in Ireland so who cares how worthwhile it is,
all I need is the letters PhD after my name??? Sort this section out. (Personal Outlook, degree prog. worthwhile, Ref 8)

Relevance of questions

Again, the position of P/T students is not considered. Most supports such as healthcare are only
for full time students (Student and staff responsibilities, student supports, Ref 11)

International students

C LOSIN G T H E F E E D BACK LOO P
HEI Action on feedback
People ask for feedback from postgraduates all the time, but nothing changes. I suspect that these sorts of feedback
drives are contrived in such a way so as to get positive responses. I think what people actually want from them is to be
able to quote from a feedback response in a prospectus somewhere. (Student and staff responsibilities, feedback, Ref 1)

Possible focus group discussions on key themes following the release of survey results
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